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of Representati
Developments in the last year have convinced the
Commission that now is the time for Massachusetts to
begin a system of state beaches that will provide healthful and inexpensive recreational facilities at selected points
along our ocean shores, not only for our inhabitants but
for tens of thousands of our out-of-state guests whose
expenditures will be of material assistance to the general
To the Honorable Senate and House

economy.

Outstanding, perhaps, was the enthusiastic endorsement by Governor Paul A. Dever of the principle of
financing these highly desirable improvements on a selfliquidating basis, without the spending of a single cent of
tax money, which the Commission espoused originally in
a previous report. (See Appendix A.)
Further, Arthur T. Lyman, State Commissioner of
Conservation, has stated that he believes that Massachusetts can develop and expand its recreation industry
to a gross annual income of $500,000,000
an increase
of 150 per cent. This is a worth-while goal, and the
State should be willing to make a substantial contribution
toward achieving it. Dollar for dollar, the Commission
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leels strongly that money invested in public beaches will
bring the quickest and most profitable return because of
the enormous numbers of people who will use these facilities when and if available.
The rapid strides in the modernization of our state
highway system, and the prospect that additional large
sums will be expended to bring our road network up to
date, make it all the more imperative that we start immediately on a program to exploit our natural resources,
particularly ocean beaches, to the end that our visitors
will tarry to enjoy our facilities for rest and diversion,
rather than to hasten from border to border to spend
their time and money elsewhere.
In previous reports the Commission has dwelt on the
health benefits to our people from enjoying the combination of sun, fresh air and salt water at public beaches.
The chief obstacle is the cost, for money would be required to take shore front property by eminent domain,
put it in condition for use by the public, construct parking areas and possibly access highways, build service
structures and play areas, and then maintain the project
at a high standard.
The economic advantages are so tremendous and attractive that the State and the cities and towns situated
on the ocean could easily justify the expenditure of the
required sums as an investment that would return a
generous profit year in and year out. Establishment of
a state beach system would bring new tax revenue from
secondary improvements and developments, such as
gasoline stations, stores, restaurants, rooming houses and
small hotels, etc., which naturally follow such a project.
This has been the pleasant experience of states which
have aggressively promoted state beach systems. And,
as the Commission has observed in its study, the recreation industry suffers less than other industries during
subnormal business periods because of a strong desire on
the part of Americans to engage in outdoor recreational
activities during their non-working hours when the
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weather permits. With paid vacations and holidays
practically a national business policy, the recreation
industry has found it has a “cushion” that is virtually
depression-proof.
Commissioner of Conservation Lyman has stated that
Massachusetts can, by means of a long-range program
designed to exploit the natural resources of the State,
increase the recreation industry to a half billion dollar
annual gross. The Commission, convinced that a public
beach system would be a major factor in the program,
agrees with him. The influx of additional hundreds of
millions of dollars (for the industry is on a cash basis)
would have a beneficial effect on our entire working population.

At the present time Massachusetts is making strenuous
efforts to have a steel manufacturing plant located here.
Such an enterprise, costing millions, would mean much
to the State in terms of jobs, pay rolls, money spent locally for supplies, increased local markets for durable and
consumer goods, enhanced realty values, greater construction of home and business properties, etc.
Yet, if the State were to formulate a well-considered
program for the accelerated development of our natural
resources
ivhich would necessarily mean public beaches
to attract visitors
Massachusetts would reap all the
benefits now seen in the steel plant with this added advantage: the wealth so created, instead of being concentrated in one area, would be spread among our citizens from Cape Cod to the Berkshires.
There is an enormous latent demand for public beaches,
as the Commission found in its on-the-spot inspection of
state beach systems along the eastern seaboard, particularly New York, New Jersey and Florida, and its studies
of the state system in California. The success of other
States makes it all the more disturbing to learn (as did
the Commission and Governor Dever) that while Massachusetts has 2,200 miles of shore line, of which 900 are
ocean beaches, it has only 17 miles of public beaches.
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The most famous public beach of all, Jones Beach in
New York, is visited yearly by a number of people which
exceeds the population of Massachusetts. Launched in
1925 and held up by a series of law suits it was opened to
the public in 1929, when 1,500,000 persons went there.
Each year there has been an increase in the number of
users. New York wisely enlarged it to the status of a
state park (Jones Beach State Park), and at the same
time expanded its facilities for diversion. Swimming has
always been the top attraction, including surf bathing,
still-water bathing and heated swimming, diving and
wading pools. In addition, there are handball courts,
deck tennis, shuffleboard courts, roller skating rink,
archery ranges, 18-hole pitch and putt golf course, softball diamonds, pedal boats, fishing dock and row boats,
outdoor dancing, wheel chairs on a boardwalk, water polo
contests, adult play area, water skiing tournament, plus
other facilities, such as restaurants, kindergartens, hospitals, locker buildings, etc.
This is a far cry from the public conception of a state
beach, with a long sandy stretch and a locker building.
New York has found that it pays off in terms of health
and enjoyment; Massachusetts, the Commission believes,
would obtain these desirable benefits, plus others. New
Jersey, for instance, spent $1,000,000 in the Asbury
Park area for breakwaters, groins and jetties to halt
erosion of the shore line, and was pleased to find that
tidal action brought up a clean, fine sand that by accretion has developed into excellent beaches.
There is keen if friendly competition between the
States for the tourists’ dollars. A great industrialist once
declared that “history is the bunk,” but to Massachusetts
history is an asset. For the desire of Americans to visit
our State and actually see the historic shrines where the
nation had its beginning, is strong. But we cannot serve
an unvaried diet of history; we must have diverse attractions that appeal to all types of people. The Commission believes that beaches available to all, and offer-
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ing many kinds of diversion, have the most general
appeal.
Unfortunately, the task of creating beaches for public
use is apparently beyond the ability of individual cities
and towns to finance. Not a single coastal community
took advantage of the Commission’s recommendation
(made in a previous report) that they take shore property by eminent domain for the building of a “living
memorial” to local veterans, and thus provide a needed
public utility while honoring our fallen war heroes.
The Commission does not blame local authorities. The
Commission members are legislators and have heard the
demand for economy in public expenditures, even though
desirable projects may be delayed. The burden may be
too great for a single community, and this impression is
heightened by the willingness of communities in Metropolitan Boston to turn over their beaches to the Metropolitan District Commission and thus shift part of the
maintenance expenditures to other communities whose
citizens also enjoy the beaches.
It is evident that the burden is too much for the local
community; the problem must be transferred to a higher
level. It may be, however, that two or three communities
on the ocean, which topographically could be treated as
one area, would agree to merge their efforts for the combined benefit of their inhabitants. To assist them, the
Commission recommends that appropriate legislation be
enacted authorizing beach districts. These beach districts would be authorized to issue revenue bonds for
ocean beach improvements, the bonds to be amortized by
fees for parking, use of beach facilities, concessions, etc.
Later, if it is deemed desirable, the beach district could
become part of the state beach system, but meanwhile
the benefits of public beaches would be available.
The planning of a long-range program involving public
beaches will take months. We believe that the acquisition
of three beach sites, which would serve the North Shore,
South Shore and southern Massachusetts, would provide
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needed facilities for which there is a demand. These are
Horse Neck Beach, also known as Westport Beach, in the
town of Westport; Duxbury Beach in the town of Duxbury; and Crane’s Beach in the town of Ipswich.
In a previous report, the Commission recommended the
taking of Wmgaersheek Beach in Gloucester, and this
served to attract attention to the area. Now there are
more than 30 cottages in the area, leaving only approximately one half mile of beach. A land taking now would
be relatively expensive. Crane’s Beach is only a few
miles farther along and is undeveloped, which would mean
a freer hand in future development.
The next step is the preparation of a Master State
Beach Survey by the Division of Waterways of the State
Department of Public Works. The division is headed by
General Richard K. Hale, a nationally recognized expert.
This survey, for which wr e recommend an appropriation,
would provide the technical data vitally needed before
a public beach system could be planned. The survey
should provide information on actual damage to the
State’s shoreline by erosion and by storms, with recommendations for repairs and protection in the future. Most
important, the survey engineers should recommend a priority list of the most desirable sites for state beaches from
the viewpoints of least cost for land and improvements,
proximity to areas that could later be taken for state
parks, accessibility via present and future highways, probable use by the public, etc.
information which would
be of inestimable value to those in charge of planning a
state beach svstem.

Whether the program should be administered by a
State Beach Authority, as previously recommended by
the Commission; by an over-all State Recreational Authority, as recommended by Governor Dever; or by the
State Department of Conservation, which has extensive
experience with the recreation industry, is, at the present
time, not as important as the fact that action should be
taken noiv, at this session of the Legislature, to meet the
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demand for public beaches as modernized highways permit our citizens and guests to travel with greater safety
and speed to any area on our ocean front.
Meanwhile, to prevent removal of natural barriers that
preserve our seashore, the Commission offers a bill prohibiting such action and providing a penalty therefor.
(See Appendix C.)

The Commission noted with pleasure that a beach
protective association has been formed by interested
parties on Cape Cod, which area is particularly aware
not only of the damage that storms can cause and the
value-destroying influence of erosion on the shore linej
but also what a state beach development program would
mean to that part of the State. We hope that other
areas of Massachusetts will form similar associations.
The American Shore and Beach Preservation Association, composed of representatives of 27 States interested
in beach and shore development and protection, cooperated with the Commission, and we wish to thank
the Association and President J. Spencer Smith for their
assistance. It is essential that this co-operation be continued as the Association assists state and local communities to obtain federal funds. State memberships in
the American Shore and Beach Preservation Association
are usually corporate designates at annual dues of $lOO.
Most States take out memberships through departments concerned with coast protection, conservation or
waterways, and we recommend membership through the
Department of Public Works. Several Massachusetts
communities
including Gloucester, Cohasset, Wellfleet, Duxbury, Hyannis, Falmouth and Nantucket
have already appropriated funds waiting matching federal money.
The Legislature will be called upon to make important
decisions in regard to the development of a state beach
system, individually or as part of a state recreational
program. The Commission members are also members
of the legislative committee on Harbors and Public Lands
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which deals, originally, with legislation on this problem.
The Commission feels that it is, in effect, representing
the Legislature during this period when the program is
in process of taking shape. The Commission recommends, therefore, that it be continued for another year.
Respectfully submitted,
CHART.ES WM. OLSON,
Chairman

MICHAEL LoPRESTI.
JAMES J. CORBETT.
NEWLAND H. HOLMES.
WALTER A. CUFFE.
JOHN L. GALLANT.
G. LEO BESSETTE.
JAMES A. O’BRIEN.
OSCAR J. CAHOON.
EDMOND TALBOT, Jr.
ALFRED B. KEITH.
J. F. BRENNAN.
M. E. BRADLEY.
JOSEPH F. WALSH.
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Excerpt from the annual message to the Legislatin'*
livered by Governor Paul A. Dover on January 4, 1950
D

Rl

ion

Authority

Typical of the second kind of use to which the device of the seifiupporting body corporate and politic may be put is the Recreat
Authority

Recreation is the second largest business in New England. It
grosses between $750,000,000 and $800,000,000 a year. It is largely
a retail cash business which moves money from high-income to relatively low-income areas without depleting our natural

lesources.

Within the borders of the commonwealth we possess many miles of
seashore, numbers of lakes and streams and acres of mountain and
woodland tracts. Many of these have unparalleled beauty and illimitable recreational possibilities. So, too, we have inherited from
iur forebears an historic tradition including innumerable ancient land
marks and other properties of inestimable value to the historian,
potent attraction to the tourist ar I almost sacred significance to all

j

Americans.
Yet, it is a disturbing and deplc rable fact that as a state we have
done little officially to conserve and make easily accessible these
priceless treasures. An essential rovernment function has been left
largely to the haphazard attentions of volunteer civic groups, quasi-

public corporations or political subdivisions incapable of properly
fulfilling the responsibility they assumed or had thrust upon them.
Worse still, thousands of acres of irreplaceable recreational assets
have been improvidently abandoned to a greedy and unintelligent
private exploitation which is wastefully and irreparably destroying
them or at least seriously impairing their value.
Thus, of more than 900 miles of ocean-beach shoreline in Massa;husetts less than 17 miles are available to the public for bathing,
coating, fishing

and other forms of recreation.

Salisbury Beach, a portion of which is already owned by the commonwealth remains undeveloped, unimproved and to a large extent
practically inaccessible to thousands of our citizens who might otherwise enjoy the facilities it is capable of providing.
Other beaches, lakes, streams, mountain sites and woodland area
could be converted into recreational attractions.
Our ancient landmarks should be preserved and suitably maintained. It is neither too difficult, top expensive nor too late to redeen
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the sins of the past. In a sister state they have transformed what a
few years ago was an area of sandy flats and marshy wasteland, to
which the occasional traveler made his lonely way with great difficulty for little or no reward, into a magnificent state park providingrecreation and healthful exercise for many millions of people. This
arvelous accomplishment has become world famous and its name
is a byword wherever men dream of converting the seemingly useles
and ugly into the highly desirable and beautiful. I refer, of course
Jones Beach State Park in Long Island, New York
In Massachusetts, we have our own territorially limited but shining
neglect and decay. I refer to the
•eption to the general record
itropolitan District Park Syste
Like the unpromising area which has become Jones Beach, miles of
our own shoreline can be acquired, improved, and dedicated to the
public use. So, too, can our other recreational potentials. This
should be done by creating a self-supporting public authority established and maintained on a self-liquidating basis for the purpose of
acquiring, preserving, developing, embellishing, maintaining and operating public park and recreation centers and historic monuments,
to the end that our citizens and our guests shall derive increased
enjoyment and more ready use of the assets which are ours.
I recommend the establishment of such an authority

c
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Excerpts from an article in the “Boston Sunday Post” on
February 5, 1950, written by Warren Carberg, in which Arthur
T. Lyman, State Commissioner of Conservation, states a
1500,000.000 recreation industry can develop:
. . Plans to expand her recreation business from the present
annual $192,000,000 figure to a half a billion figure have given a tremendous impetus in this State to the possibilities of restoring the
.

beauties of Massachusetts.

Arthur T. Lyman, Commissioner of Conservation, believes that
such a figure is possible, providing the present long-term program
can be carried out.

No State in the Union, he said, has more natural beauty than has
Massachusetts.

I have seen the beauty spots of all the world, but there is no place
more beautiful than Massachusetts. We have the great stretches of
beach running far out to sea on Cape Cod; we have the mountains
of the Berkshires, and we have thousands of beautiful rivers, brooks,
lakes and ponds.
“People come to Massachusetts from all parts of the world to see
her points of historic interest and her great hospitals and universities.
We want to keep them here to see our natural beauty. True, it may
miss the grandeur of Switzerland or the Western Rockies, but it
has a variety which other countries and States lack. With a little
cleaning up and developing here and there Massachusetts should
win renown as a place of surpassing natural beauty.”
He [Lyman] had studied the possibilities of conservation as a member of the recess committee under Governor Plurley.
But until he had been named Commissioner, he said that he had
not realized how important conservation was in Massachusetts from
the standpoint of economics,
dollars and cents.
He believes that recreation is one of the most important industries
in the State, and he believes that the 1600,000,000 figure can easily
be realized. . . .
“
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No. 219

To accompany the petition of Charles W. Olson and
members of the
House of Representatives for legislation to prohibit the
removal of
natural barriers consisting of stones, gravel, sand or other
material
which furnish protection from the sea. Harbors and
Public Lands.

Cfte Commontoealti) of Massachusetts
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty.

\.x Act

prohibiting the removal of natural barriers

CONSISTING

OF

STONES, GRAVEL, SAND OR OTHER
MATERIAL, WHICH FURNISH PROTECTION FROM THE SEA.

Be it enacted by the Senate and. House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the
same, as follows:
1

Chapter 91 of the General Laws is hereby amended
2 by inserting after section 30 the following section:
3
Section 30A. Whoever removes stones, gravel, sand
4 or other material from any natural barrier on any
5 part of the seashore, which barrier furnishes protects tion to the shore and adjacent upland shall be punished
7 by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars.
8
Ihe superior court shall have jurisdiction in equity
9 to enforce the provisions of this section. A petition
10 lor such enforcement may be filed by the attorney
11 general, the selectmen of the town or the mayor of a
12 city in which such barrier is located, or any person
13 who may suffer damage in his property by such
14 removal.
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